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Question: 1

In which file should customization classes be specified in the cust-config section (under mdsconfig)?

A. web.xml
B. weblogic.xml
C. adf-config.xml
D. adfm.xml

Answer: C

Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/webcenter.1111/e12405/wcadm_app_config_files.htm

Question: 2

Which two scoped managed beans must be Serializable in order to work without errors in a highly
available application?

A. Session scope
B. Backing bean scope
C. View scope
D. Transient scope

Answer: B,C

Question: 3

The DesignWebCenterSpaces application contains a file called config.properties.
What is the purpose of this file?

A. To enable a connection between JDeveloper and the Portal server. This will be used to upload and
download assets directly from JDeveloper.
B. It allows the developer to configure which asset types can be created or edited with this
application.
C. It is used to store classpath and library information, and the path to executables. That way, a local
Portal instance can be started from JDeveloper.
D. It is an internally used file. Developers should not have to manually configure this file, except
when required by Oracle to do so.

Answer: A

Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/enterprise2/palski-jdeveloper-webcenter-
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Question: 4

While creating a Portal Template, you add a content facet and a panelCustomizable component into
the template.
What impact does this have during run time?

A. The content facet is required to hold content, and panelCustomizable is used to allow runtime
editing.
B. The template is missing the pageCustomizable component, which allows runtime editing.
C. The content facet is optional, whereas panelCustomizable must be added to the template to allow
editing.
D. The panelCustomizable component is not required for editing, but only to allow drag and drop.
This component is mandatory.

Answer: D

Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16340_01/webcenter.1111/e10148/jpsdg_page_editor.htm

Question: 5

WebCenter Portal supports any mail server with IMAP4 and SMTP protocol support.
Which server distribution, however, has specific integration support within WebCenter Portal?

A. IBM Lotus Notes
B. MS Exchange
C. UNIX Mail Server
D. Google Mail Server
E. Oracle Beehive

Answer: E

Question: 6

Which option correctly describes the relationship between WebCenter Portal and ADF?

A. ADF is the development framework in which WebCenter Portal is based, and also the framework
recommended for custom development (of portlets, taskflows, and templates).
B. ADF is the development framework recommended for taskflow development. WebCenter Portal
has an ADF integration gateway to support ADF taskflows.
C. ADF is the integration layer for WebCenter Portal. All communication with external applications is
done through ADF standards.
D. ADF is an architectural concept for developing web applications using an MVC (model-
viewcontroller) framework. ADF has a set of models that can be used to speed up development time.

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/enterprise2/palski-jdeveloper-webcenter-2062770.html
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16340_01/webcenter.1111/e10148/jpsdg_page_editor.htm
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Answer: C

Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/core.1111/e10106/adf.htm

Question: 7

Which three statements are true in the context of WebCenter Portal customizations?

A. WebCenter Portal Administrator changes the logo of the WebCenter Portal. This is an application
customization.
B. A moderator of a specific portal grants rights to create, view, and delete discussions. This is a user
customization.
C. A user changes the attributes of the task flow, to minimize it by default. This is a user
customization.
D. An application specialist edits a portal to hide a task flow. This is an application customization.

Answer: A,B,C

Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e27603/appx_datapres.htm#WCPAA12487

Question: 8

On a normally well-performing environment, you are experiencing unexpected slow response times,
or no server response, for some page requests in WebCenter Portal? You are attempting to debug
this issue starting at WLS.
Which two diagnostic steps should you take to resolve this issue?

A. Submit more requests to the server to see if it responds.
B. Check the WLS admin console to see the status of the managed server.
C. Check the diagnostic log file for the managed server to see if there are STUCK threads.
D. Perform a cold restart of the server.

Answer: C,D

Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/fusionapps.1111/e14496/psr_trouble.htm

Question: 9

Which is true for portals created in the WebCenter Portal 11.1.1.8 version?

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/core.1111/e10106/adf.htm
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29542_01/doc.1111/e27603/appx_datapres.htm#WCPAA12487
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/fusionapps.1111/e14496/psr_trouble.htm
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A. A new portal created in 11.1.1.8.0 references a global default navigation model.
B. A new portal created in 11.1.1.8.0 contains a local navigation model.
C. A new portal created in 11.1.1.8.0 contains a local read-only navigation model.
D. A new portal created in 11.1.1.8.0 does not contain any navigation model.

Answer: B

Question: 10

Which two options are required when configuring Portal in a clustered environment?

A. ensuring each Portal server has its own content server
B. enforcing Sticky Sessions on the Load Balancer, which handles the requests for the Portal
application
C. hosting all portal instances on the same server
D. configuring session replication between the Portal cluster nodes

Answer: A,C
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